How Do Patients with Cognitive Impairment Communicate During Discharge Meetings? Evaluation of Participation Using Talking Mats
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Abstract

Objective: Individuals with dementia experience a declining capacity for communication, negatively affecting their ability to participate in discharge meetings. Communication problems might be obvious. Nevertheless patients often lack a structured support. The aim of this study was to investigate if communication could be facilitated by preparing patients for their discharge meetings using Talking Mats (TM), a visual communication-supporting device.

Methods: A pilot study was conducted, in which twenty patients participated, randomized to use TM prior their discharge meeting (Talking Mats Group, TMG) or to follow the ward’s usual procedure (Control Group, CG). Persons attending discharge meetings (patients, close acquaintances, nurses, and social care workers) at a geriatric ward rated on Visual analogue scale how well they perceived the patient participated in communication. They also rated to which extent utilizing TM had helped them.

Results: Our main finding was an interaction effect regarding how the four groups of persons attending the meeting (patients, close acquaintances, nurses, and social care workers) rated the three different statements regarding communication and participation; knowing the patient before the meeting affected the ratings of the patient’s communicative participation. A majority using TM rated that it had been beneficial during the discharge meetings. Comparison between groups yielded the contradicting result that in CG communication was rated as more well-functioning than in TMG.

Conclusion: Understanding each other is not a given in discharge meetings, especially when a patient has cognitive impairment, but the use of TM was rated as a communication facilitator by the persons attending. Having knowledge of a patient affected ratings of communication, and we conclude it is desirable to have the person utilizing the mat with the patient also attending the discharge meeting.
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Introduction

Dementia is a disorder that is characterized by a decline in cognitive functions. Due to the resulting behavioral changes and reduced capacity to engage in everyday life activities, it is a major cause of dependency among elderly people [1]. Previous research has pointed out that the progressing impaired communication makes it challenging for the interlocutors to understand what people with cognitive impairment mean [2], along with making it more difficult for the patients to understand the possible risks and benefits of their different choices [3].

In spite of their eventual communicative and/or cognitive impairments, patients need to make healthcare decisions, and in order to have good compliance and treatment outcomes, it is important to engage the patient in the decision-making process [4-6]. Decisions within health care may include important and ethically complicated situations, such as choosing between treatments or joining a clinical trial, or it may involve changes to everyday life, such as the need for home care service. It is of ethical importance for staff to secure that a patient’s autonomy and independence at all times are promoted, but this might be in conflict with keeping the patient’s safety intact. Communicative problems might be obvious; nevertheless patients lack a structured support from personnel regarding their communication difficulties. It is not always known how providing such support can best be accomplished [7].

Talking mats (TM) is a low-technology visual framework that facilitates communication and decision-making and is used when a specific topic needs to be discussed. It consists of a small doormat on which picture cards with written expressions are manipulated to indicate the user’s responses. This method allows people with different
communicative and/or cognitive impairments to express their views in a more understandable way by giving the opportunity to convey opinions on a picture-based scale. Previous research has examined how TM increases communication efficiency, showing an increase in how persons with dementia are able to express their views and participate in conversations [8]. The cognitive burden seems to be reduced using TM, facilitating the expression of opinions [9]. Furthermore, it enhances involvement in, as well as satisfaction with, discussions regarding everyday living [8,10].

At geriatric wards in Sweden, it is routine to hold a discharge meeting (also called joint meeting or patient care planning) at the end of hospitalization. The patient and a close acquaintance (if applicable) have a meeting with staff from the ward and a social care worker from the municipality. The purpose of the discharge meeting is to focus on the patient’s need for assistance when hospitalization ends, and to ensure that help is provided from the municipality after discharge by establishing a health plan [7]. Topics discussed during discharge meetings include establishing day-to-day routines (e.g., food delivery or cleaning) as well as handling major changes such as moving to a residential care unit. The patient’s expressed wishes along with his/her needs should serve as guidelines for the help that is provided by the municipality.

This pilot study’s aim was to explore communication and the potential benefit of preparing patients with cognitive impairment for their discharge meetings utilizing TM. We wanted to investigate how the patients’ communication in discharge meetings is perceived by the persons attending it, rated on the Visual Analog Scale (VAS). Differences in rated participation are compared between patients using TM (Talking Mats Group, TMG) and a Control Group (CG) [11].

Methods

Study design and sample

Patients were recruited from a geriatric ward at the Karolinska University Hospital. This ward gives priority to patients who need a multifaceted investigation of the factors affecting their memory and are not able to undertake the investigation at an open memory ward, as well as to patients with dementia and behavioral problems. Recruitment of patients in the project was consecutive and took place over the course of one year, from June 2013 to June 2014. The three inclusion criteria were (1): a diagnosis of clinical dementia or documented cognitive impairment, (2) the ability to talk Swedish (including sufficient hearing), and (3) the ability to use TM (including sufficient vision to see the pictures used). The ability to use TM was ensured by offering a training session using the TM framework (on the topic of ‘Activities’).

Approximately 300 patients were hospitalized at the ward during the recruitment time of the study. There were 40 patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria and were scheduled for a discharge meeting. Of these, 20 consented to participate and were randomly assigned to one of two groups—the TMG (n=12) or the CG (n=8). Please see Ethical Considerations below regarding the consenting approach used for the study. As previous research have compared interview with TM with VAS ratings, but no significant correlations were found using Spearman’s correlation coefficient (two-tailed).

At each discharge meeting, the patient was asked to perform a self-evaluation, and the other persons attending were requested to evaluate the patient’s communication and participation, using statements with VAS. This resulted in ratings from four groups of persons attending: patients, close acquaintances, nurses, and social care workers.

Intervention

A standard set of cards with a picture and a corresponding expression on each were constructed in Boardmaker (a Mayer-Johnson software program). The cards measured 6.2 × 6.2 cm with a small Velcro tape piece on the back. Besides the top scale’s cards (‘functioning,’ ‘sometimes functioning/sometimes not,’ and ‘malfunctioning’) and the topic card (‘you’), there were 26 cards covering themes often discussed during discharge meetings. Of these 26, 5 regarded more abstract themes (e.g. ‘feeling safe’) and 21 regarded more concrete themes (e.g. ‘cleaning’). The patients were also given the opportunity to add written expressions or pictures on blank cards. The layout of the cards followed what has been described in previous studies regarding TM and dementia [10]. The selected cards were placed on a textured mat measuring 38 × 57 cm. See figure 1 for an example of the cards used.

Figure 1: An example of cards used in the study. The visual scale is on the top, the topic card at the bottom, and two of the question cards are in between.

Patients in TMG had a TM session prior to their discharge meeting to talk via the mat about themselves and their abilities (topic ‘you’). Each conversation took no longer than half an hour to complete. The
completed mats were brought to the discharge meetings. The CG had their discharge meeting in accordance with the usual standards of the ward; no formalized conversation about potential topics took place before the discharge meeting. Discharge meetings typically included a summary of the patient’s hospitalization from the nurse (regarding diagnosis, treatment, observed behaviors and skills), and the social care worker provided information regarding any previously granted assistance. They also included a discussion about what assistance the patient needs, resulting in an application from the patient to the municipality regarding home care service.

Measures

After the discharge meetings all persons attending (patients, close acquaintances, nurses, and social care workers) were asked to rate three statements (on a 100 mm VAS), regarding perceived participation and communication on a scale, where 0 = I do not agree at all and 100 = I totally agree. All persons attending received the same statements, differing only in terms of point of view in relation to the patient: 1) I have understood what we have been talking about/I perceive that my close acquaintance/the patient understood what we have been talking about; 2) My views have been clearly expressed/I understood what my close acquaintance’s/the patient’s views were; 3) I thought the communication went well. The VAS was formulated in-house since no standardized Swedish questionnaire for people with cognitive impairment with this focus exist to our knowledge. The questions used were clinically best practice for evaluating the communication abilities and participation in daily life activities of cognitively impaired individuals. Statement two and three are a Swedish somewhat modified translation from the English ‘Involvement Measure Questions’ previously used in research regarding communication and participation in people with cognitive impairment [8]. A picture was added at each end point of the patients’ scales. The two pictures were the same as used for expressing approval or disapproval in the TM session. Of the in total 74 ratings, there were 12 missing responses on statement 1 and 3, and 11 missing responses on statement 2.

An extra statement regarding the mat was added for TMG: 4) I think the Talking Mat has helped the communication. For this statement there were 7 missing responses (of 38 ratings).

Ethical considerations

The Regional Ethics Committee in Stockholm approved the study protocol (diary number 2013/167-31/1), and the participants gave their informed consent to participate in the study. The voluntarism was stressed. Since individuals with cognitive impairment might have difficulty understanding information given to them, and may not realize the potential consequences of different choices [3], the test leader was watchful for any signs that a patient may not want to participate (signs of restlessness, fatigue, non-verbal cues etc).

Results

On average the patients talked (i.e., utilized) about 16 prepared cards along with 1 optional blank card. Abstract themes (e.g., spirit and feeling safe) were more seldom discussed than concrete (e.g., washing and going out). A majority in TMG rated in their discharge meetings that they thought the mat had been helpful; twenty-eight (of forty) ratings indicated a positive experience of TM (fourth statement); see figure 2.

![Figure 2](image-url): Frequency of mean ratings across all individuals (n=39) on statement 4 (I have been helped by the mat, where 0=I do not agree at all and 100=I totally agree) in the Visual Support Group's discharge meetings.
Communication and participation during discharge meetings

The main research question was to investigate if the four groups of persons attending discharge meetings (patients, close acquaintances, nurses, and social care workers) differed with regard to the ratings of patients’ participation and communication. Ratings on the first three statements (see Measures) were summarized as mean values. A one-way (4 groups) ANOVA on the mean ratings did not reach significance (F=1.25, df=3, p>0.05, η²=0.06), although the mean values across groups varied considerably (M ± SD; 88.0 ± 15.0, 76.2 ± 20.9, 76.1 ± 25.5 and 75.0 ± 23.4; patients, close acquaintances, nurses, and social care workers, respectively). This finding indicates that the groups of persons attending the meetings did not rate the statements on patients’ communication differently.

The differences between the four groups of persons attending the discharge meeting and the three statements on VAS ratings were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA with statement as within factor and group as between factor. The main effect of statement was significant (F=3.37, df=2/58, p<0.05, η²=0.10), indicating that the statements did differ in mean level of ratings across groups. The main effect of group was not significant (p>0.05, η²=0.05), indicating that which role the person had in the discharge meeting belonged to did not statistically affect how they rated the statements. The interaction effect between group and statement was significant (F=2.44, df=6/118, p<0.05, η²=0.11), indicating that the separate groups rated each of the three statements in a different pattern. The patients rated their perceived communication and participation higher than the other groups did. The social care workers rated the patients’ communication somewhat lower than the patients themselves but their pattern of ratings was similar to that of the patients. Both close acquaintances and nurses rated statement 1 lower than patients and social care workers but rated statements 2 and 3 higher than social care workers (Figure 3). A post-hoc t-test showed that the pairwise comparisons did not reach statistical significance (all p>0.1), although some differences were substantial (e.g., the difference between patients and close acquaintances on statement 1).

Comparing communication between TMG and CG

The pilot study regarded comparing the TMG with the CG to analyze if there were any differences regarding the ratings of the patients’ communication and participation on a group level. A comparison of the patients’ communication in CG and TMG using mean VAS ratings (averages of statements 1, 2, and 3) of all persons attending the discharge meeting, showed the two groups differed significantly (t=2.10, df=62, p<0.05, Hedges’ g=0.49) according to a t-test (M ± SD; 85.2 ± 1.54, 74.2 ± 24.3). In the CG discharge meetings persons rated on average the patients’ participation and communication as 85.2 on the 100 mm VAS, while the persons in the TMG rated on average the participation as 74.2.

Discussion and Conclusions

The aim of this study was to explore communication and the potential benefit of preparing patients with cognitive impairment for their discharge meetings utilizing TM. Ratings showed that TM was perceived as a communication facilitator during the meetings. Comparison with CG did however not show benefits for TM.

Our main finding was that ratings on the statements aggregated across the four groups of persons attending the discharge meetings (patients, close acquaintances, nurses, and social care workers) showed similar mean levels. A comparison between these groups showed that the perceived levels of communication functioning and participation differed between the different persons attending the meeting. The patients’ ratings were found to be higher compared to other groups, which might reflect a lack of insight regarding own abilities or be an expression of the patients’ state of dependency. It is interesting that the close acquaintances and nurses, who knew and had met the patients previously, showed similar patterns to each other in their ratings (Figure 2), while the social care workers differed from this. The fact that people in these two groups knew the patients may have given them a deeper understanding of their communicative skills. The statements, which aimed to capture the patients’ communicative functioning and the impact on participation (see Measures), were deliberately formulated in easy, comprehensible syntax and short sentences, with the downside being that it may have opened the door for potential bias and confounders. The number of missing responses on each of these statements (11-12 each) may also have influenced the results.

Our results further showed that TM was appreciated as a valuable tool for a majority of persons in TMG (Figure 3). In accordance with previous research, geriatric patients with cognitive impairment were able to use the TM framework, despite some patients having
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